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SR inspecting polluted water
Officials up testing after
benzene found in other
Fountaingrove area
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Santa Rosa may be zeroing
in on the cause of the contamination in the water supply of
a Fountaingrove neighborhood
devastated by the October wild-

fires, but there are troubling
signs the problem may extend
into the surrounding area.
New tests have recently detected benzene just outside an
area north and south of Fountain Grove Parkway around Fir
Ridge Drive, where residents
were instructed in November to
stop drinking and boiling water
while the city investigated the
source of the contamination.
In response, the city is launch-

ing a more aggressive regimen
of water tests covering every
burned neighborhood in Santa Rosa, including Coffey Park,
in its effort to make sure other
burn zones aren’t experiencing
similar problems.
“We just don’t want to leave
any stone unturned going forward,” Ben Horenstein, the director of Santa Rosa Water, said
Thursday.
Since Jan. 24, when the city

last released detailed test results, the city has found 58 additional instances of benzene in
the drinking water in Fountaingrove. The vast majority were
found within the boundaries of a
184-acre advisory zone where the
city first discovered elevated levels of benzene, a chemical commonly found in plastics and gasoline that can cause cancer. Only
13 of the 350 homes in the area
survived the Oct. 8 wildfires.

SANTA ROSA » HOMELESS CENSUS

Helping ‘tell the story’

Six of the new contaminated
samples were found just outside
the advisory zone. The samples
were drawn from water service
lines to burned homes on Chateau Court, Llyn Glasen Place,
Royal Manor, Horizon View Way,
Sedgemore Drive and Millbrook
Drive, city officials said.
The city has now detected
elevated levels of benzene in
TURN TO WATER » PAGE A2

Signs of
trouble
prefaced
shooting
Tipsters told FBI they
knew Florida suspect
was ‘going to explode’
By RICHARD A. OPPEL JR.
AND SERGE F. KOVALESKI
NEW YORK TIMES
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Sgt. Jonathan Wolf, Lisa Boehm and Keith Flood record information Friday from people living off Piner Road Friday during the census of the homeless.

As volunteers gather facts and figures, tales of people emerge with them
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he grizzled man on the side of Piner Creek
was tuned in for his daily segment of KSRO
radio when strangers approached him early
Friday, asked a few questions and moved on down
the path to look for other homeless individuals to
count.
ONLINE
Cheery and agreeable, though he chose
To see the process that the
to remain unidentified, census-takers use, visit
the man proudly laid
pressdemocrat.com.
claim to a nearby bike,
tarped and packed efficiently with what he said
was everything he owned in the world, most of it
donated.
Homeless for most of his 32 years in Santa Rosa
— due “for the most part to a long streak of bad
luck” — he said he stayed warm at night thanks
to a sleeping bag rated for sub-zero temperatures.

Volunteers Keith Flood and Lisa Boehm check a map of a homeless encampment off
Piner Road before sunrise Friday during the census of the homeless in Sonoma County.

The warnings that law enforcement officials received
about Nikolas Cruz were anything but subtle.
“I know he’s going to explode,”
a woman who knew Cruz said on
the FBI’s tip line on Jan. 5. Her
big worry was that he might resort to slipping “into a school and
just
shooting
the place up.”
Forty days later,
Cruz is accused
of doing just
that,
barging
into his former
high school in
Parkland, Florida, and shootNikolas
ing 17 people
Cruz
to death. Three
months before INSIDE
the Feb. 14 mas- ■ Trump speaks
sacre at Mar- at CPAC, offers
jory Stoneman criticism of officer
Douglas High who stayed
School, a fami- outside during
ly friend dialed shooting / A8
911 to tell the
Palm
Beach ■ Republicans
County
Sher- in Florida back
iff’s Office about raising age limits
Cruz’s personal for guns / A8
■ Facebook,
arsenal.
“I need some- Twitter try to
one here be- stave off ‘crisis
cause I’m afraid actor’ posts / A9
he comes back
and he has a lot of weapons,” the
friend said.
Cruz, 19, himself called the authorities just after Thanksgiving,
describing how he had been in a
fight and was struggling with the
death of his mother.
“The thing is I lost my mother a couple of weeks ago, so
like I am dealing with a bunch
of things right now,” he said
in a childlike voice, sounding
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Trump campaign aide pleads guilty in inquiry
Gates will
cooperate
with probe
despite
recent lies
to FBI,
Mueller
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By MARK MAZZETTI
AND MAGGIE HABERMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — A former
top adviser to Donald Trump’s
presidential
campaign
has
agreed to cooperate with the
special counsel inquiry into
Russia’s interference in the 2016
election after pleading guilty on
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Friday to financial fraud and lying to investigators.
The adviser, Rick Gates, is a
longtime political consultant
who once served as Trump’s
deputy campaign chairman.
The guilty plea is unusual because court papers reveal that
Gates lied to special counsel
Robert Mueller and the FBI
as recently as Feb. 1, when he
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already was negotiating with
prosecutors about the raft of
criminal charges he was facing.
The plea deal could be a significant development in the investigation — a sign that Gates
plans to offer incriminating
information against his longtime associate and the former
Trump campaign chairman,
Paul Manafort, and possibly

HITTING NORTH KOREA HARD: Trump imposes
tougher sanctions, targeting a stubborn
loophole that dampened earlier efforts / B1

other members of the campaign
in exchange for a lighter punishment. He faces up to nearly six
years in prison.
The deal came as Mueller
has been raising pressure on
Gates and Manafort with dozens of new charges of money
laundering and bank fraud
TURN TO GATES » PAGE A9
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